
Every NA member,

inspired by the gift of 

recovery, experiences 

spiritual growth and 

fulfillment through service.
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Essential 
Ongoing Services

Just as fellowship development happens in the course of most 
of NAWS’ efforts, direct services to the Fellowship are provided by 
every team at NAWS. While much of our conference-related work 
is cyclical in nature, revolving around the timeline of our biennial 
World Service Conference, a great deal of our work at NA World 
Services is steady and ongoing. These services exist to meet some of 
the essential needs of our fellowship on a routine basis.

Fellowship Services
Often, the most direct interaction between members around 

the world and NA World Services happens through the Fellowship 
Services Team. The following statistics illustrate just a few of the 
services this team provides the fellowship, and compares average 
monthly activity from this fiscal year to previous years to give a 
sense of some of the trends.

FS Team Activity Monthly Averages

FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012

H&I Letters 362 409 458

Book Requests 190 186 212

Books Sent 55 65 68

Jail Mail Requests 32 25 24

Institutional GSKs n/a 6 6

Free GSKs 27 30 36

Misc Requests 32 30 23

Tours n/a 26 25

Phone Calls 689 593 496

Emails / Letters 492 426 475

Total Monthly Communications (average) 1660 1507 1513
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As a general observation about the trends, requests for literature and other free material con-
tinue to increase, while other communications have declined or remained the same. We strive to 
balance the desire to provide materials to those who request it with our need to be prudent with valu-
able NA resources. One trend that we have noticed recently is an increase in the number of contacts 
from churches and treatment centers inquiring about getting meetings started in their facilities. We 
generally direct those facilities to local trusted servants for follow-up, and this trend seems like an 
indicator of the increasing recognition and respect of NA as a viable option for recovery.

Even with all of this activity, we also know that as members become aware of the variety of 
resources available online at na.org, many find answers to their questions without needing to contact 
us. Already available online are NA handbooks, service pamphlets, bulletins, recovery literature, an 
area containing locally developed resources, and many other resources meant to provide members 
with useful information. There are ways for new and existing groups and committees to register or 
update their information online, or for members to manage their subscriptions to reports and peri-
odicals. The locally developed resources area also gives members the chance to share their tools and 
solutions with one another. We encourage areas and regions to send their local resources (training 
and orientation materials, minutes, guidelines, etc.) to Fellowship Services so that they may be made 
available to other service committees.

In recent years, we have also seen an increase in requests for free literature from NA groups and 
members, and from incarcerated addicts. This may be due to either economic circumstances or 
increased awareness that NA World Services can be a resource, or some combination of these two 
factors. In any case, typically we are able to respond to these requests and meet the immediate need 
for literature. We are pleased that we currently have the resources to respond to as many requests as 
we do (see FS Team activity table). On the subject of resources, the Fellowship Services Team is one 
of the segments of NAWS that has seen a substantial reduction in force over the last year. This reduc-
tion challenges us to find ways to increase our efficiency, while also maintaining our effectiveness. 
We continue to look for those opportunities.  

Group and Committee Updates
We partner with local service bodies to ensure that we have the most up-to-date information for 

groups and service committees. Local web contacts at areas and regions have the ability to log in and 
provide updates to our database. Here are some figures for group/ASC/RSC information updates in 
the NAWS database over the last year, a shared responsibility between NAWS staff and local trusted 
servants:

As these numbers indicate, local trusted servants and NAWS are working together quite well in 
keeping database information accurate and up-to-date. Staff members still double-check entries to 

Locally developed resource area: 
http://www.na.org/?ID=local_resource_area 
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ensure that there are no major errors, but local web contacts add a considerable level of speed and 
reliability to the group/service committee update process. As the table shows, the numbers have 
shifted back toward more entry by staff this year than local web contacts.

Fellowship Publications
In recent years, we have greatly reduced publication costs by making changes to the way we 

handle subscriptions to The NA Way Magazine, and we have also been working to more effectively 
utilize Reaching Out. A third periodical, NAWS News, is published following each World Board meet-
ing, providing updates to World Service Conference participants and other interested NA members.

Reaching Out, published quarterly, is designed to help incarcerated addicts connect to the NA 
program and enhance H&I efforts. As our literature says, “The therapeutic value of one addict help-
ing another is without parallel.” Reaching Out is an example of the NA message of recovery uniting 
our members across the boundaries of age, race, gender, and socioeconomic status. There are two 
sections; “From the Inside” is filled with letters from incarcerated addicts sharing their experience, 
strength, and hope as they find and maintain recovery from addiction through NA. 

In the second section, “From the Outside,” NA members on the outside and Hospitals & Insti-
tutions subcommittees have a chance to offer their experience, strength, and hope. Many of these 
letters come from members who are deeply committed to carrying the NA message of recovery to 
addicts who are unable to attend regular meetings. You may also find personal experience from 
those members who heard the NA message on the inside and are now living and enjoying life on the 
outside. We recognize the value of stories from members who got clean while institutionalized, and 
have stayed clean on the outside. This not only provides encouragement for those on the inside; it 
also demonstrates to professionals working with addicts that NA is an effective recovery program. 

Database Activity
FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012

Staff—Group Registrations/Updates 325 202 269

Staff—ASC/RSC Updates 55 38 40

Staff—New ASC/RSC 3 1 3

TOTAL Staff Registrations/Updates 383 241 312

Contacts—Group Registrations/Updates 253 271 214

Contact—ASC/RSC Updates 34 34 22

TOTAL Contacts Registrations/Updates 287 305 236

Total Database Activity 671 546 547

NAWS % 56% 46% 59%

Web Contact % 44% 54% 41%
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Reaching Out has been a resource for NA members since 1986, but dedicated members around 
the world each year continue to breathe new life into this resource that helps many incarcerated 
members maintain hope. Single-copy subscriptions are available at no charge to members who will 
be incarcerated or institutionalized for six months or more, and free multiple-copy subscriptions 
are provided to each area service committee for use in their H&I efforts. A paid, multiple-copy 
subscription (20 copies per issue) is also available. Since making this available by e-subscription and 
download, we have been able to almost double our distribution of this publication. Thank you for 
helping us carry our message of hope!

The NA Way Magazine is NA’s quarterly journal of recovery and service information, recovery-
related entertainment, and current issues and events. We continue to utilize The NA Way Magazine to 
update the fellowship on projects and concerns, and to provide information regarding NAWS events 
and new products and literature. The magazine is published in English, Farsi, French, German, Por-
tuguese, Russian, and Spanish. Since 2010, the Japan Region has supported local translations efforts 
to publish the magazine in Japanese. In the 2011–2012 fiscal year, NA members from 20 countries 
submitted material expressing their recovery experience, and event information for approximately 40 
countries was included in the calendar section of the magazine. 

We have continued in our efforts to encourage members to opt for esubs if they are able to 
do so. The electronic version of the magazine makes it possible for us to include enhancements 
that are not available in the print version. Esubs also greatly reduce the costs of publication and 
mailing, especially with the dramatic decrease in return postage expenses from having bad mailing 
addresses on file for groups 
and members.

NAWS News is our quar-
terly publication that pro-
vides members with a snap-
shot of NAWS activity based 
on discussions and decisions 
coming out of each meet-
ing of the World Board. 
We have made efforts to 
increase the effectiveness of 
NAWS News as a communi-
cation tool by changing the 
front page into a list that 
highlights all of the main 
points that are expanded 
on in the issue. That single-
page overview can be eas-
ily distributed among ser-
vice bodies and interested 

Sign up for electronic subscriptions:
www.na.org/subscribe 
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New Recovery Literature after WSC 2012

The World Service Conference unanimously approved Living Clean: The Journey Continues as a 

book-length piece of Fellowship-approved recovery literature. This book illustrates experiences 

many of us have in recovery and offers spiritual principles, humor, and a sense of bonding through 

identification. We will produce a gift edition along with the book itself and aim to release them 

between October and December 2012. 
The World Service Conference made changes to the policy for world conventions beginning 2018 

which will alternate North American and non-North American locations, and the convention will be 

held every three years.  The 2018 convention will be held in North America. However, the 2015 WCNA 

will be held in Latin America. Service System: The Service System resolutions and proposals all garnered support at the WSC. 

That was very exciting as we are moving to a system of service. Over the next cycle, we will be 

developing a transition plan and providing details to the broad brush resolutions. We will contin-

ue with a webpage and we are looking forward to members’ input and dialog. This is a “together 

we can” project and we hope you will embrace our partnership. At the end of the day, we want 

A Vision for NA Service to be embraced and brought to life. Updates will be posted online as they are 

available: www.na.org/servicesystem.
Upcoming Projects: A Traditions Book plan was approved for a two-cycle project. For the 

2012-14 cycle, we will use technology to solicit input and ideas for this book to frame an approach 

for 2014. Additionally, we will take the current service pamphlet, An Introduction to NA Meetings, 

and develop it into an IP which will be reviewed by the fellowship and included in the 2014 Con-

ference Agenda Report. We are aiming for a high level of participation from members and will be 

letting you know when the website is up for the Traditions Book and when the proposed SP 

revisions are ready for fellowship review.
PR News: Updated versions of the pamphlets Membership Survey and Information about NA will be 

available soon; we aspire to release these in July 2012. These items are being updated to reflect the 

2011 membership survey results. This membership survey received the largest response to date since 

inception of the survey effort, with 17,492 members participating. 

The WSC passed motions to give us  the abil ty to make non-substantive corrections to Fellowship-

approved literature; as well as bundle, excerpt, and repackage Fellowship-approved literature items 

without any changes to their texts; and create and approve enhanced electronic or digital versions of 

the texts that include supplemental materials or connections to other NA materials. None of this will 

be done without a minimum of 120 days’ notice in advance of publication. 

Financials: Each of us has a responsibility to support services whether in our home groups or in an-

other country with addicts we have yet to meet. Financial contributions help us to give literature to 

emerging communities and assist in their service and fellowship development. Yet, we are unable to 

respond to many requests because we lack money. We need your financial support which helps in 

carrying the message worldwide. Please contribute at www.na.org/?ID=donation-external-index. 
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members. We have also added a NAWS Update email that we send to the addresses in our database 
on a monthly basis, providing basic information about current NAWS activity to help keep members 
informed. This has been quite successful.

Reports
A Guide to World Services in NA describes the World Service Conference as “…the one time and 

place where all of our world services come together… Every two years, regional delegates, the mem-
bers of the World Board, and the executive director of the World Service Office meet to discuss 
questions of significance to the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous as a whole.” To accomplish its 
work, the WSC requires significant preparatory materials. To that end, the Conference Agenda Report 
(CAR) is published and distributed (in English) a minimum of 150 days prior to the WSC. Trans-
lated versions follow and are sent out a minimum of 120 days prior to the WSC. The CAR presents 
information and proposals on issues that will be discussed at the conference. The CAR helps regional 
delegates to share this information with members in their NA communities and to prepare for the 
conference.

The Conference Approval Track (CAT) contains a variety of material to be considered at the 
upcoming World Service Conference that was not included in the Conference Agenda Report. This 
approval track was created in response to input from members and groups regarding the types of 
issues they were being asked to review in the CAR. While each region is free to determine how 
CAT items will be discussed locally, the original idea that created the CAT states, “This frees up 
our members and groups to devote their attention to holding meetings and carrying the message of 
recovery, without having to ratify every decision made on their behalf at every level of service.” Items 
that typically are included in the CAT include the proposed NAWS Budget and project plans for 
the upcoming cycle, seating requests, and recommendations from the World Board, as well as other 
service- or WSC-related material.

As the conference draws nearer, the Conference Report is published. It includes status reports on 
conference projects, proposals for new work, a list of nominees for conference positions (board, cofa-
cilitators, and HRP), details about the conference schedule, and regional reports submitted by the 
regional delegates. Other material such as zonal forum reports or articles submitted by delegates may 
also be included. The Conference Report informs NAWS and NA regions of successes and challenges 
throughout the fellowship. These reports are mailed to each voting conference participant, each RD 
alternate, and the mailing address of each region. Both the Conference Agenda Report and the Confer-
ence Report are also published online at www.na.org/conference. 

INFORME DE LA AGENDA DE LA CONFERENCIA

Inspirados por nuestro propósito primordial

29 de abril      5 de mayo de 2012

ORME DE LA AG

Inspir

 RAPPORT SUR L’ORDRE DU JOUR DE LA CONFÉRENCE

Inspirés par notre but primordial29 avril      5 mai 2012

KONFERENSENS AGENDARAPPORTAPPORT
RELATÓRIO DA AGENDA DA CONFERÊNCIA

Inspirados pelo nosso propósito primordial29 de abrill      5 de maio 2012
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Translations Overview
Languages spoken in NA: 76

IP #1 published languages: 42

Translated literature items 
published over past 25 years: 951

Basic Text translations 
published over past 25 years: 22

Current Activity
Active language groups: 23
(LTCs with active projects)

Existing projects: 409

Active projects: 349

Book-length projects: 33
 • 13 Basic Text
 • 3 Sponsorship
 • 3 It Works,
 • 4 NA Step Working Guides,
 • 4 Just for Today, and
 • 6 Living Clean

Translated books published in 
2011–2012

Basic Text, Fifth Edition:

 • Polish, Bulgarian

Basic Text, Sixth Edition:

 • Swedish

It Works: How and Why:

 • Japanese

Just for Today:

 • Italian

NA Step Working Guides:

 • Hebrew, Japanese

Translations
The composition of the NAWS translations 

team changed this year with the departure of one 
employee and transfer in of a staff member from 
Fellowship Services. The work of this team is 
divided amongst particular language groups, but 
staff efforts are also overlapped to ensure a level of 
mutual support in assisting the language groups. In 
this spirit, despite ongoing financial challenges, we 
are making progress catching up, and we are even 
lending support again to reenergize some faltering 
local translations efforts. 

Our expenses for translators and proofread-
ers continue to increase due to rising contractor 
rates. We also experience greater expenses simply 
because we are working on an ever-increasing num-
ber of projects in additional languages. However, 
we are happy to report that IPs, many booklets, and 
softcover book translations can now be printed in-
house to conserve funds; an added benefit is that 
we can publish items faster and print small quanti-
ties on demand for our smaller communities.

We also want to acknowledge that some com-
munities are now in a position to take on some of 
the financial burden for translations by paying for 
translation and/or proofreading services. This sig-
nificantly decreases our direct costs because NAWS 
only has to pay for the quality check. These are 
great examples of communities beginning to thrive 
and practice self-support. This also allows us to 
allocate more resources to newer communities and 
move closer toward the goal that “Every addict in 
the world has the chance to experience our message 
in his or her own language and culture and find the 
opportunity for a new way of life.”
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Kuwait
In 2011, NAWS hosted a meeting of 

the Arabic language translations com-
mittee (ALTC) in Kuwait. Members from 
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Kuwait 
were brought together to complete major 
recovery glossary revisions. Also on the 
agenda and successfully completed were 
the approval of Arabic IP #24, process dis-
cussions resulting in committee guidelines, 
and ideas for more unified Arabic litera-
ture distribution and pricing in the Middle 
East. The glossary changes will greatly impact the currently published Arabic literature, including 
eleven IPs and the Basic Text. This means there is much work ahead for the professional proofreader 
and the ALTC.  In conjunction with the translations workshop, we also had the opportunity in 
Kuwait to participate in a series of PR events that had been organized by the Kuwait PR committee. 
These four events included meetings with the media and representatives from the government and 
healthcare agencies.

We also continue to support other LTCs through online support, including Arabic, French, 
Danish, and Nederlands LTCs.  We regularly participate in conference calls to assist these language 
groups in their ongoing translations efforts. Many other communities all around the world have 
worked on various translations efforts, a few of which we will highlight here.

The Story Continues: Swahili-speaking Eastern Africa
Since we reported that NAWS prioritized translations of literature in Tanzanian Swahili, which 

serves as the standard version of Swahili spoken throughout countries in Eastern Africa, we can now 
gratefully report that four Swahili IPs have been published.

NAWS funded a series of LTC work-
shops in three East African locations. 
The goal was to familiarize local mem-
bers with the translations process and 
organize an LTC, and to review and 
finalize the Swahili recovery glossary 
and four IPs. The events were organized 
and supported through the cooperative 
efforts of staff in Chatsworth and mem-
ber volunteers on location in East Africa 
coordinating and facilitating the events 
on the ground.  The first workshop was 
in Dar es Salaam, the second on the 

Swahili
Habari Gani 

(pronounced – Hubahree Gahnee) 

Meaning: 

“What’s new?” or “How are you?”
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island of Zanzibar, and the third in Kenya (Mombasa). Logistics involved transportation of members, 
booking hotels and venues, transfer of funds to various places, and then the actual events: planning 
and discussing each day’s agenda, process, and outcomes, and then recapping the sessions and mak-
ing adjustments for the next day. The approved glossary is now guiding our professional translator 
and proofreader in their work on creating the next IP translations, working toward gathering the 
necessary material for the Introductory Guide to NA in Swahili.

Celebrations in India
It seems that good things take time, or, in words from our Basic Text: “The full fruit of a labor 

of love . . . always comes in its right season.” India celebrated three decades of one addict helping 
another, marking 30 years of continuing growth, just as NA in Kolkata is on the precipice of a 25-year 
anniversary in 2013. Getting the NA message published in Hindi and Bengali has certainly played 
a pivotal role in this labor of love. Members throughout India and in Kolkata have worked tirelessly 
for many years, and have recently gained some additional momentum with enthusiastic LTCs. Trans-
lations activities in the last year have yielded several new publications for the NA communities in 
India. The Hindi LTC based in the capital city, New Delhi, had been busy readying It Works: How 
and Why and The NA Step Working Guides for publication, tripling their book-length literature transla-
tions after having completed the Basic Text in 2009. Keeping their momentum going, they are now 
working on Just for Today.

In the West Bengal state capital, Kolkata, the Bengali LTC was busy finalizing several new IPs, 
which made their way to publication this year. They are currently putting the final touches on the 
White Booklet and have prioritized the goal of moving the Basic Text from a long-standing draft to 
publication. India’s West Bengal shares the Bengali language with the country of Bangladesh, where 
the NA community has a solid presence founded in a strong service ethic. As with any NA commu-
nity, the availability of NA literature in their own language naturally helps to further their efforts. 

The Asia Pacific Forum
We attended the 2012 Asia Pacific Forum meeting in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and facilitated several 

sessions, including sessions facilitated jointly by NAWS and APF admin trusted servants. Some of 
the topics included: Planning Basics, a NAWS Update, and a session about FD history and out-
look in the Asia Pacific, which was facilitated by a former board member with extensive experience 
throughout the zone. Translations continue to be a strong feature in the community reports to the 
APF, and we had meetings with the delegates from Bhutan and Malaysia, as well as questions regard-
ing fund flow in NA and NAWS.  NAWS also visited a local treatment center and participated with 
APF leadership in a PR presentation with their Board of Narcotics Control. After the APF, the first 
Bangladesh convention took place in Cox’s Bazaar, far south in the country, near the border with 
Myanmar.
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Iceland
NAWS supported a translations workshop in Iceland in 2011 that was facilitated by a member 

of the European Delegates Meeting who has also served in translations on world and local levels. 
Several topics were addressed, including the recovery translations glossary, review of the Translations 
Basics, and creating an LTC and a work plan. A revised Icelandic glossary was adopted, with further 
discussions planned for the term “clean” rather than using the Icelandic equivalents of “sober” and 
“sobriety.” The published IPs were flagged for revisions and the translation of the Basic Text was 
prioritized. The Danish and Norwegian regions committed some funding assistance for this project.

Sharing Experience, Strength, and Hope
We continue to urge those involved in 

translations to take part in the Translations 
Discussion Board.

LTC members can greatly benefit from 
sharing their experience, questions, and 
solutions in this online “meeting place.” It 
is a public discussion board, meaning that 
anyone can read the posts. However, only 
present and former LTC members and 
translation contacts are able to post there. 
The sample post in the text box exempli-
fies a couple of challenges that come up in 
translations that members can share about 
with one another in the spirit of “one addict 
helping another.”

Recovery literature is one of the six key 
result areas currently outlined in our strate-
gic plan. The two objectives identified under 
this heading, in short, address the need to 
have a diverse range of literature resources 
available for anyone seeking recovery and 
the need to be more effective in how we 
develop and distribute our literature. Trans-
lations has always been a critical concern in 
achieving these objectives, as many of the 
places where NA is growing most quickly or 
is in the greatest demand also happen to be 
places for which we have few or no trans-
lated literature items in the primary spoken 
language.

Basic Text Stories – Translation 
Hi everyone, 

I’m translating the stories for the 6th 
edition Basic Text. First a vocabulary 
question to the native speakers: What 
is a “Mary tea-towel” job???? This is 
the sentence: “I have been a productive 
member of society for a while now, 
holding down a straight ‘Mary tea-towel’ 
job for the last fifteen years of recovery.”

I have an idea what it might mean, but 
I never heard the expression. Can anyone 
give me a synonym or an explanation?

The second question concerns the index. 
Has any community already translated the 
stories, and how did you handle the index? 
In our opinion, there is a crazy amount 
of hypertext links in the text!!! We are 
copying them into the translation as we 
go along checking them with the index 
glossary file. But this means that only one 
person can work on the translation. 

Does anyone have experiences to share? 

Thanks and hugs from Germany
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Over 113 million NA.org hits in 2011–2012
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Information 
Technology

The task of making the best possible use of information tech-
nology to help further our vision is not a small or simple one in 
any sense. As we have continually reported, advances in the tech-
nology field move much more quickly than we have the resources 
to keep up with, but we do strive to implement new technologies 
where and when they are practical and beneficial to helping to 
reach the goals identified in our vision. One of the biggest chal-
lenges we face as technology continues to advance at exponential 
rates is the growing digital divide—the wide gap between our least 
technologically savvy members and those who might be on the 
“bleeding edge” of new technology implementation.

As a worldwide fellowship, a strategic use of IT solutions some-
times represents the most sensible and practical way to achieve 
certain communications. Our members and potential members 
live in a wide variety of locales, ranging from dense urban settings 
to sparsely populated rural settings with hundreds of miles (or kilo-
meters) between NA groups. For some of these populations, stay-
ing in touch with one another using technology is the only practi-
cal method for supporting one another and delivering services. 
In other places, trying to make use of shiny new tech solutions 
might only get in the way of carrying the message, or create more 
problems than it might solve. We encourage each community to 
be realistic about what makes sense locally and to try to implement 
technology only when it increases effectiveness, not just for the 
sake of novelty or a desire to appear up-to-date.

That being said, many addicts today have 
greater access to new technology and want to 
see NA meet them on those new playing fields. 
The popularity of the Just for Today email con-
tinues to grow, and as a result our ability to 
maintain up-to-date contact information for a 
very large segment of the NA population has 
been improved greatly. We continue to send 
emails nightly to over 65,000 members, with 
a bounce rate of less than 1% and a monthly 
NAWS Update email to over 90,000 members. 

Trend
(from the NAWS Environmental Scan)

Changes in technology have increased 
both the ways we can communicate 

and the demand for information.
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We have also created a mobile version of the na.org site, which is automatically presented to those 
who visit our site from mobile devices. As our statistics later in this section indicate, that site has 
been quite useful to many members.

In this fiscal year, we also made literature available for two different ebook platforms, Amazon 
Kindle and Apple iBooks, in order to meet the growing demand for electronic literature while still 
preserving the fellowship’s copyrights. Those platforms together cover the broadest swath of the 
ebook market and offer the level of digital rights management necessary to ensure that NA’s copy-
righted materials are not abused as the PDFs previously on our website were. The distribution num-
bers for those electronic versions—including the Basic Text, It Works: How and Why, and Sponsorship—
have illustrated that while there is some demand for literature in that format, it is still somewhat of 
a niche market for our fellowship. We are also working on smartphone apps that will connect to our 
meeting database and show the day’s Just for Today meditation, which will likely be popular among a 
certain segment of the NA population.

Yet while there is a high demand from a certain segment of our population to make the NA mes-
sage available in these new and developing technologies, many of the addicts in NA and yet to find 
recovery are not active users of these technologies. Unfortunately, much of the progress we are able 
to make in these areas is available primarily to English speakers, while other language groups are still 
working hard to simply get some of our most basic literature resources translated. We strive to be 
mindful of the resource gaps between various segments of the NA population as a way to temper our 
desire to forge ahead and reach new technological heights as a fellowship. Our expansion into these 
new arenas can certainly prove useful for those members who can access them, but we also need to 
continue to make our message more widely available in traditional formats to reach those not as 
technologically inclined or privileged who have yet to find recovery.

In addition to the advances mentioned above, we also made progress this year with a more user-
friendly meeting search tool at na.org that includes the option for viewing search results in map for-
mat. The improved functionality of the meeting search tool has also served as an encouragement for 
local service bodies to keep the meeting information for their communities more accurate and up-to-
date. Still, we believe we can always do better in terms of keeping our database information complete 
and accurate. As always, we also continue to put new content on the website, and the e-versions of 
our publications and subscriptions have continued to be well received among the fellowship. Here 
are a few examples of what has been happening related to IT at NAWS.

IT Statistics
The website was completely revamped in the spring of 2012 and we launched a mobile version 

at the end of the summer. We now have over 75,000 files on the various web servers holding our 
website. The numbers below include figures from all sources during the year.  
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Hits/Visits/Views:
 • We finished with over 113 million hits, averaging around 10 million/month.

 • We had over 8.8 million visits, with over 22 million page views. Page views have decreased as 
the site becomes easier to navigate, requiring fewer clicks to reach a desired destination.  

 • Visits continue to rise steadily, currently between 600,000 and 700,000 per month. This is 
up around 20–30% from two years ago.

Major areas of traffic:
 • The meeting search continues to be far and away the busiest area (with the exception of the 

JFT page—see below), with well over 1 million visits.

 • The “Find a Meeting” page has had around 600,000 visits, while the local phoneline and 
website page had around 300,000.

 • The new website search we introduced in the spring has been used over 100,000 times since 
its implementation.

Eblasts and emails:
 • We passed the 64,000 JFT emails-per-night mark in December 2012, and we sent out in 

excess of 20 million emails for the JFT alone during the 2012 calendar year.

 • The daily JFT page on the website received over 1.5 million visits and 2.2 million views.

 • Distribution of our NAWS eblasts is continuing to grow. The most recent one was sent to 
over 96,000 email addresses with less than 1% failure rate, meaning over 95,000 successful 
deliveries.

Recovery and service material:
 • The recovery literature index page was accessed over 250,000 times over the year, with over 

80% of that going on to the English literature page.

 • Service material is harder to track because of the new site, but the Service System page has 
been accessed approximately 9,000 times during this year.

Publications:
 • The top publication online continues to be The NA Way Magazine, with an esub circulation 

in English of approximately 16,000, and continuing to grow.

 • Similarly, interest in NAWS News is growing, and the most recent issue was sent out to 
around 13,000, up from 11,000 the previous issue.

 • Reaching Out is growing exponentially as well, up to around 8,000 esubs.
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The mobile website that went live shortly after the end of the 2011–2012 fiscal year has been 
tremendously successful, with almost 40% of the web traffic coming from mobile devices. The new 
map-based search feature seems to have been extremely well received, as we have had virtually no 
complaints about it since its launch. The primary landing spots on the mobile site are the meeting 
search and phonelines, events, and recovery literature, with meeting search being far and away num-
ber one.

Technology Infrastructure
Last but never least, the technology infrastructure at NAWS requires constant vigilance. The 

infrastructure umbrella covers the hardware, major software packages, and peripherals that keep 
NAWS IT up and running. As has been our refrain in many areas in recent years, the global economy 
has not been improving at such a rate as to allow us to stay up-to-date with the “latest and greatest” 
servers, computers, and so on. We use existing equipment as creatively as we can and replace items 
as needed using a “triage” approach to prioritizing expenses. Once again, we continue to look ahead 
for improvement in the overall economy and the ability of our fellowship to support this work. We 
remain prudent and continue to look for the most affordable and practical ways to sustain and 
improve our IT efforts.
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Production
and Distribution

In recent years, the narrative in our annual report regarding our 
product inventory has primarily been used to provide an overview 
of the numbers of each inventory item we distributed in the fiscal 
year. The story of our production and distribution operations is 
much more complex than that, and so we have decided to expand 
this section to give a more in-depth look at our operations related 
to our product inventory.

Two of the biggest aspects of our production and distribution 
operation that can easily be overlooked when simply reviewing dis-
tribution charts are customer service and shipping. Staff in these 
areas play a critical role in making it possible to put literature items 
into the hands of the NA members who need them, whether that 
is the still-suffering addict seeking a message of recovery or the NA 
trusted servant carrying that message by delivering an H&I panel 
or stocking a literature rack. The increasing use of our online shop-
ping cart has freed up customer service staff to accomplish other 
important tasks, including but not limited to:

 • following up on orders,

 • customer relations interactions,

 • addressing inventory shortages,

 • making changes or corrections to orders that were placed 
online,

•   invoicing,

•   following up on delinquent 
accounts, and

•   taking phone orders (orders 
over a certain amount are 
directed to web).
There is a separate online shop-

ping cart for European customers, 
and staff in Brussels process and 
ship those orders. Canadian orders 
placed through the shopping cart 
for North America are processed at 
the Mississauga branch office.

p

p

t
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In recent years, one trend we have noticed is an increase in group and ASC orders coming to 
us at NA World Services. In some cases this may be due to difficulties with nearby regional service 
offices (RSOs), such as literature shortages or slow processing time. We have made efforts to increase 
our partnership with RSOs in mutually beneficial ways. RSOs that have a contract relationship with 
us sometimes place weekly or biweekly orders that we can typically fulfill within 2.5 days, which 
makes it possible for the RSOs to better manage their inventory. In turn, we are able to increase our 
efficiency by processing fewer larger orders rather than many small orders. Many RSOs wait a bit 
longer, placing larger orders every month or two. This can mean a longer fulfillment time.

Another partnership effort we have taken with RSOs is the hosting of webinars with those 
involved in running the RSOs. These webinars offer opportunities for discussing challenges, shar-
ing best practices, and identifying creative solutions to better serve areas, groups, and members who 
order literature locally. We have also made an arrangement whereby RSOs can use our United Parcel 
Service (UPS) customer account in order to benefit from the volume discounts that are offered for 
increased business. Consolidating our shipping costs in this way helps RSOs save money on shipping 
and has helped to simplify our relationship with UPS.

Shipping is a critical part of our operation that we have not given much attention to in past issues 
of the annual report. Out of our Chatsworth shipping department alone, we processed an average of 
93.67 orders per day in February 2012. The steady increases in shipping costs that followed the global 
economic instability of recent years has prompted us to reevaluate various aspects of our shipping 
methods. We pay attention to changes in the ordering trends of the fellowship, such as shifts from 
many smaller orders to fewer larger orders, in order to try best to fit our workflow to current needs. 
It many cases, for example, it makes more sense for a well-functioning local service office to process 
smaller orders within a given community, which makes it possible for that service office then to place 
a single large order with NAWS as needed, reducing processing and handling time and energy for us, 
and decreasing shipping costs as well. This isn’t always a possibility, but we always try to work with 
local service offices to reach the most sensible and mutually beneficial arrangement possible to make 
sure literature is readily available.

Our literature production efforts also require constant attention. Our production staff is respon-
sible not just for creating and maintaining our current inventory of English-language products, but 
also for all of the work involved in expanding our inventory as other languages continue to add more 
translated titles to the list. Our production department works closely with the translations team to 
arrange for typesetting, layout, and proofreading of newly translated literature items. There is also 
a need to work with language communities to coordinate order quantities, as there are often mini-
mum order sizes for certain printers, which can become an issue of concern if the number of items 
that will be distributed in a language is just a small fraction of what the minimum order quantity is.

We are always looking for ways to improve our in-house production efforts, which represent 
a great way to contain costs. The printing equipment we are now leasing gives us the capability of 
printing our softcover books in-house. This also enables us to have better control of batch sizes for 
printing jobs. A great benefit of this ability to manage batch sizes is the chance to print smaller runs 
of book-length literature for smaller NA communities that might otherwise be unable to distribute 
the number of books required for contracted book printing jobs.
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Basic Text 
8,715,391 

59% 

Just for Today 
2,122,079 

14% 

It Works 
2,014,996 

14% Step Working Guides 
1,711,887 

12% 

Sponsorship 
180,908 

1% 

Miracles Happen 
58,992 

0% 

Overall, the production and distribution team stays quite busy. In addition to all of the work we 
do to create and maintain our literature inventory, this team also plays a crucial role in the execution 
of the world convention, including the design and production of convention programs, merchan-
dise, artwork, and so on. There’s never a dull moment!

Books
Each year, the annual report includes a series of charts showing distribution levels for various 

literature items. In the past these charts were included with financial statements, but with the expan-
sion of production and distribution matters in this report, it seemed sensible to move the charts to 
this section.

In recent years, we have seen a continuing decline in distribution of a great many of our inven-
tory items. Once again, that trend has persisted into this fiscal year, with the majority of our litera-
ture items showing reduced distribution numbers. The charts and graphs in the following pages will 
provide greater detail about where those numbers are falling, remaining steady, or growing.

1983–2012 Book Distribution

The chart above shows the all-time distribution comparison of our various book titles. The Basic 
Text remains our most popular piece of literature, this year having surpassed 8.7 million copies dis-
tributed since its initial publication in 1983. Total distribution of all titles is more than 14.8 million.
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During the 2010–2012 fiscal year, total book distribution was just shy of one million copies, but 
this fiscal year showed a decrease to under 950,000. The biggest single drop was in the number of It 
Works: How and Why that were shipped, which was due in part to the previous year’s numbers being 
up with the commemorative edition. The overall drop in It Works was evenly distributed between 
both the English and Farsi versions. In terms of percentage decrease, however, Sponsorship fell by 
37%—the release of that title in Farsi during the previous fiscal year brought those numbers up tem-
porarily. The increased distribution of Miracles Happen is a result of the more affordable softcover 
version with an included audio archive CD.

2011–2012 Basic Text Distribution by Language
Top nine languages

2011–2012 Book Distribution

0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 350,000 400,000 450,000 500,000
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Booklets
During this fiscal year, the only booklet title that showed an increase—however slight (about 

9%)—was Twelve Concepts for NA Service. All other booklets showed reduced distribution, with the 
largest drop by percentage being the Introductory Guide (18% reduction) and the smallest change 
being The Group Booklet, which fell by just 3%. 
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Informational Pamphlets
The total distribution for all IPs was down 7.4% from approximately 5.6 million during fiscal 

year 2010–2011 to 5.2 million in 2011–2012. Only two IPs increased in distribution, our two top IPs 
Am I an Addict? and Welcome to NA, each of which increased by about 4%. The remainder of our IPs 
dropped in distribution, the smallest change being the Living the Program IP, which changed by only 
a tenth of a percent, and the largest being the Self-Support IP, which is only available in languages for 
which Money Matters: Self-Support in NA has not been translated.

Am I an Addict?

Welcome to NA

For the Newcomer

Sponsorship

Just for Today

The Triangle of Self-Obsession

Living the Program

Recovery & Relapse

Self-Acceptance

Who, What, How, and Why

Staying Clean on the Outside

By Young Addicts, For Young Addicts

Another Look

For Those in Treatment

One Addict's Experience… 

The Loner

H&I and the NA Member

Money Matters: Self-Support in NA

PI & the NA Member

For the Parents… 

The Group

Accessibility for Those with…

Funding NA Services

Self-Support
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322,370 
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289,458 

289,153 
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169,241 
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133,770 

85,426 

78,347 

71,027 

65,099 

58,223 

56,830 

41,168 

32,247 

412 
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Chips and Keytags
The chips and keytags story has not changed much from last year to this year. The distribution 

numbers for each of these has dropped slightly since last year, with the only increases being in chips 
for 30 days, 60 days, and multiple years. Total distribution for all denominations remains over 3 mil-
lion for keytags and over 2 million for chips. 

2011–2012 Keytag Distribution
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Medallions
Bucking the trend of all other inventory items, this year medallions showed an overall increase 

in distribution by over 12%. The most drastic change was in the 40–50-year range, which more than 
doubled! The only drop across the various ranges was in those between 11 and 20 years—if these 
medallion distribution numbers illustrate anything, it’s that the lie is truly dead: We do recover!
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